
Dear IATM member,

For the first time I have the pleasure of addressing you as President of 
the organization after having been Secretary for many years.
Fortunately there are also many new members in the IATM Board why 
the organization can keep the energy and bring new ideas.

There will be changes and all with the purpose to
give you members more value for the IATM fee.

Please visit the new website,
with the appropriate address:
www.iatm.museum

Time has come to use the digital media in as modern 
ways as we can. We want the website to be the 
communication center for transport and communications 
museums and not least used by our staff. This should be the place 
where you can,

• present your news to your international colleagues,
• invite to international collaboration or projects,
• publish scientific material,
• find out what your colleagues are doing,
• discuss ideas on a forum with different topics,
• learn about forthcoming conferences, 
• apply for taking part in workshops organized by another member,
• apply for fellowship programs.

The website is also our possibility to manifest our common strength and 
importance in the museum world. To keep the website updated we have 
hired a webmaster, Mikael Dunker, who will gladly receive your material 
for the web. The forum will be established very soon and if you have 
ideas on topics please send your ideas to him. It’s always the best to 
have a fresh start. You reach him at the new webmaster e-mail address:
web@iatm.museum
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Dear IATM Member!

First of all I want to thank you for the confidence given to me being elected President of this great 
organization for another two years. I ought to have been history having been Secretary for eight years 
and President for two but if I still can give anything back to this Association which has been essential 
for my international networking over the years I will always be ready. I also want to thank the Board 
Members for active support, lots of ideas and for giving priority to IATM when everyday life for busy 
museum directors must be dealt with.

The IATM Conference 2013 in Utrecht
Many from the IATM Family had some wonderful days in Utrecht, 3-5 June, 
for the 38th IATM Conference dealing with Museums in the 21st Century. 
We were taken care of with great friendliness by our hosts from the Dutch 
Railway Museum. We had interesting talks and discussions on essential 
subjects we must deal with in our professions; how to make money from our 
collections, how to change with society or meet sudden changes and how 
to make the best use of social media. We also had valuable insights in the 
successful works of the railway museum. In order to make it more worth-
while to join the conferences the last General Assembly agreed on reducing 
the conference length into three days. That lead of course lead to a more 
compressed meeting but in the same time more efficient. We need your 
comments on this and please use e-mail, Facebook or whatever to give us feedback.

 Facebook and Skillbridge
 To replace the former Newsletters and Journals IATM needs to have an active
 website. In order to reach the target our webmaster and, on my behalf acting,
 Communication Officer, Mr. Mikael Dunker has opened a Facebook page on our
 web site. Please use it and share your world with your museum colleagues!
 If we all spread our most important news in English to our friends we will have the
 best working tool we can get for knowing what’s going on in our museum field.
 It would also encourage interaction between members. Directors! Involve your staff!
 www.facebook.com/iatm.museum
 www.iatm.museum/skillbridge

Another important tool is the fellowship program, Skillbridge. There were no applicants for the first 
request but most likely the time line was too short. We have now skipped the deadlines so feel free to 
apply for some support in order to develop the competence of your staff, even if not for the quite small 
money but for the possibility to meet a colleague and give or get new ideas. 

Transport and Communication every year
We have changed the form for the Board Meetings. Using social media we can have more frequent 
contact, e-mails of course, but also Board Meetings via Skype Network. As you know, Board work 
in IATM is, and has always been, voluntary, however paid by the institutions respectively. Instead of 
one or two Board Meetings per year we have had four in both 2011 and 2012. We planned to have a 
physical meeting in connection to the Communications museums (CECOMM) conference in 2012 but 
since it had to be cancelled we were stuck to Skype. I think the Board should meet in person at least 



A working website is essential for a network as our organization should 
be. To afford an active website, conferences, workshops and fellowship 
programs we have decided to seize with the printed Newsletter and the 
Journal. We have experienced that these did not reach the staff and 
that the information came too late or too infrequently.

However the website needs your help to be a working instrument. 
Please help us to make the IATM website the tool we need for a
successful international work at our museums for the 21st century.

If you are an institutional member I ask you to forward this e-mail 
within your organization. We want IATM be well known, appreciated 
by the staff of our members and most important of all; used by our staff 
for interaction with colleagues. Then we can definitely say that IATM is 
an efficient network for the improvement and development of transport 
and communications museums worldwide.

Forthcoming conferences
IATM/CECOMM Conference 2012
Place: Wadgassen, Germany, 21-23 October
Host: Deutsches Zeitungsmuseum
Theme: Content in the digital age

IATM Conference 2013
Place: Utrecht, The Netherlands, 3-5 June
Host: Dutch Railway Museum
Theme: The tension between ethics and audience

You will get updated on the new website.
I hope to see you on the web and at the conferences!

Best Wishes,

Robert Sjöö
IATM President
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once per year and if there is an arrangement for the members at the same time, so much better and 
so much more efficient. We had to reconsider if it was a good idea to divide the now quite small IATM 
organization into transport OR communication. I think it’s time again that as many as possible meet 
every year and that we need to have programs which fit all our members, transport AND communication.

IATM Conferences 2014 and 2015
For these reasons I invite you already next year to an IATM Conference in Sweden, Stockholm and 
Gävle, 16th-18th June 2014, hosted by five member museums; Swedish Postal Museum, Swedish 
National Museum of Science and Technology, Royal Armoury, Stockholm Transport Museum and 
Swedish Railway Museum. We would like to see many of you and many of your colleagues in Sweden 
almost exactly one year from now. It is my great pleasure to also announce that the 2015 Conference 
will be held in Porto, Portugal. Dates will be decided later.

New Board
In 2012 our Treasurer for nine years, Mr. Poul Thestrup, was retired from his long and successful 
duty as director of the Danish Railway Museum. Luckily we have Board Members prepared to take 
over responsibilities and especially so, Mr. Joachim Breuninger, who was appointed our new Treasurer
by the end of last year. Hence our legal seat with the new Treasurer has moved from Denmark to 
Germany. The rest of the Board was prepared to continue with their work for IATM and that we from 
the members received two proposals for new candidates. New to the Board are Mr. Martin Bütikofer 
from Swiss Transport Museum and Ms. Pernilla Klingofström from Swedish Postal Museum, who
I am very pleased to welcome to some hard work for IATM.

IATM Mission
For years the Board has tried to formulate a mission for IATM which easily can be understood and 
to which we can connect our efforts and projects. I have proposed “Useful, Uniting and Universal”, 
useful in the sense of best practice and support, uniting by conferences and common projects and 
universal because of the insight in the surrounding transport – and communication museums world. 
IATM must mean something concrete to its members. I certainly hope that it does and will so even more!

If you miss colleague museums, encourage them to join or rejoin IATM! The organization is worth 
growing and will be even more useful, uniting and universal if we represent a wider group of museums.


